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How to knit tube socks on circular needles

About: Available Sizes: One Pattern Format: Written Pattern, No Chart Pattern Language: English Skill Level: Beginner PDF Format: Printer & Mobile Friendly Techniques: Knit in the Round, Magic Loop Method Knit & Purl Stitches Decrease Stitches Materials: Yarn Weight: Super Bulky Yardage: Color A: 150-175 yards {137 – 160 meters} Color B
{stripes}: 30 – 40 yards {27 – 36 meters} Suggested Yarn: Lion Brand Wool Ease Thick & Quick Needle Size: US 11 {8mm} Circular Needles with a 24″ {60cm} Cable, or longer Extras: Stitch Marker Cascade Lana Grande Lang Yarns Virginia Phildar Phil Alaska Rowan Big Wool Yarn MillaMia Super Chunky Read more about yarn substitutions here
{+ video}. Details: Measurements: 6″ wide x 12″ {15cm x 30cm} Gauge: 9.5 STS & 14 rounds per 4” {10cm} square, knit in the pattern below Weight: 8.5oz {245g} Size: US 8.5 women’s shoe size. Notes: Not reversible. Knit top down. Knit using the rib & stockinette stitch. Knit in the round with a circular needle, magic loop method. When knitting
in the round you’re always knitting the right side of your work. With color A: CO 24 STS, split 12 per needle, PM, join in the round Round 1-3: *K2, P2* (3 rounds) Round 4: *K* (1 round) Switch to color B: Round 5-7: *K* (3 rounds) Switch to color A: Round 8-9: *K* (2 rounds) Switch to color B: Round 10-12: *K* (3 rounds) Switch to color A: Rounds
13-68: *K* (56 rounds) Round 69: K2TOG, K8, K2TOG x2 (20 STS remaining) Round 70: *K* Round 71: K2TOG, K6, K2TOG x2 (16 STS remaining) Round 72: *K* Round 73: K2TOG, K4, K2TOG x2 (12 STS remaining) Round 74: BO, kinda tight. Turn inside out and sew up to toe seam. Weave in the ends. Knit the second the same as the first ;) No
blocking necessary. Abbreviations: * – * – repeat between * BO – bind-off in pattern CO – cast-on {long-tail cast-on method} K – knit stitches {K1 means to knit 1 stitch} P – purl stitches {P2 means to purl 2 stitches} PM – place marker STS – stitches Gauge: Pin-it for Later: Copyright 2016. All rights reserved. Reselling, rewriting or distributing the
pattern itself is prohibited.I’m honored to have you create and sell hand knitted items with my patterns! All items made using Brome Fields patterns can be sold at local events and online sales, in small quantities {less than 100}. For commercial opportunities, please contact [email protected] I do ask that you give us, Brome Fields, credit for the
pattern(s). Thank you so much! When it comes to finding sites that offer free knitting patterns, the internet is loaded of them. Whether you’re new to knitting or you’ve been knitting for years, sites are uploading new patterns every single day. Check out below for a lift to start you off.Create Your Masterpiece at Loveknitting.comLoveknitting.com is
one of the most popular sites for free knitting patterns on the web. It’s the perfect place to sit and browse all of the amazing patterns that are available, from sweaters to scarves to booties for your dog. There are patterns available for every skill level and types of projects. The site lets you know what type of yarn you should use for each pattern as
well as the perfect-sized needles.Check Out Yarn Company WebsitesYarn companies are in the business of selling yarn. It makes sense that they would also host a number of free patterns on their sites. If you go to any of your favorite yarn company websites, they’ll either have free patterns on them, or they’ll offer links to other free pattern sites.
Many of the patterns that they have on their sites are created by their own in-house designers, so if you have an issue, they’re able to respond to questions quickly. It’s a terrific place to start.Reddit Has a Great Knitting Community That SharesReddit is more than just a site for immature guys to share silly jokes. It has an amazing number of
subreddits for people who have shared interests. r/knitting is an extremely popular subreddit that has a friendly vibe and members who love to share. If you sit on the sub for a day, you’ll find lots of free patterns being shared back and forth.Check Out Top Knitting BlogsKnitting blogs occupy an extremely popular niche on the net. Communities have
built up around people who love nothing more than to share their latest creations and help other people hone and craft their skills. Knitting blogs are an excellent place to get free patterns, great advice and wonderful camaraderie.Hang Out on RavelryRavelry is a huge social networking site for people doing everything from crocheting to spinning to
knitting. The site is completely free, but you are going to need to create an account to access its content. You can find just about anything on the site from patterns that were created by newbies to patterns from yarn companies. You’ll be able to look at each free pattern that’s available and find out how many people have downloaded and voted on it.
MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Easy Socks on 2 Needles These easy to knit socks are knitted flat on two needles. Seam with a contrasting yarn for a bit of added fun or matching yarn to hide the seam. A variety of patterns are available for women, men, and children. See more pics and get the patterns on Etsy Getting Started Knitting
Socks From cast-on stitches to binding off, this handbook details the simple steps needed to turn seemingly complicated sock knitting projects into easy and enjoyable activities. Helpful photographs and instructional drawings ensure that even inexperienced knitters will be able to produce high-quality socks and handle more complicated techniques,
such as the Kitchener stitch at the toe. Using instructions for five different sizes--from child through adult large--at five different gauges, knitters can produce styles ranging from delicate dress socks to thick and furry slipper socks. Get the book in digital edition (Kindle) or hardcover (Prime available). How to Knit Socks: Three Methods Made Easy
Learn how you can make your own basic socks using double-pointed needles, 2 circular needles or 1 long, circular needle. With step-by-step instructions and photo illustrations for all 3 methods, you'll be knitting socks for men, women and kids in no time. Plus, this book gives you 7 sock patterns to practice with, including 3 designs for women, 2 for
kids, and 1 for men. 48 all-color pages. Get the book as a digital download or print Beginners Guide To Knitting Socks: Learn how to Knit Socks Quick and Easy With this book you will learn: Sock knitting basics such as sizing and knitting test swatches How to choose the correct yarns and needles for knitting your socks Sock Cast-on techniques, such
as, long tail cast on, Eastern/ Turkish cast on How to knit socks from the top down How to knit sock from the toe up How to avoid the dreaded sock knitting gusset hole How to knit two socks at once using circular needles Get the book in digital edition (Kindle). Free with Kindle Unlimited. Learn to Knit Socks Learn how to knit fabulous socks in this
informative, online knitting class taught by knitted sock expert, designer and shop owner Lisa Carnahan. Best of all, this knitting class will teach you the three most popular methods of making socks so that you can knit socks with the technique YOU like best! Includes downloadable and printable class patterns in PDF format in addition to the online
video content. See a free preview and order the class I Can't Believe I'm Knitting Socks This book makes knitting socks incredibly easy because along with the patterns it includes helpful hints and photos to create an entire wardrobe of footwear in three sizes for women. 8 different designs by Cynthia Guggemos. Extras and General Instructions
sections provide useful information on yarn options, different cast-on techniques, choices between double-pointed needles and circular needles, and different types of Heels and Toes. © misswoollyknits by tusen © Wheelswife © misswoollyknits © misswoollyknits © knitti2013 © bibmomma © misswoollyknits © PurpleTX © LadyBugRuth2 ©
kawaiiknitter © siriradha23 © misswoollyknits by CatSaysKnit © misswoollyknits © misswoollyknits Before the pandemic started and everything shut down, I was taking crocheting/knitting classes at my local library to learn new patterns and get together with other yarn crafters. Before the pandemic ended the classes I learned how to make
crocheted market bags and had just started a class to make a Knitted Keyhole Scarf. What I was excited about though was that I was finally going to learn how to knit socks. It’s something I have been wanting to learn for a while but whenever I read the patterns, they made absolutely no sense to me. I had unfortunately missed the class to learn how
to make socks, but the teacher was willing to show me during one of the classes and gave me a pretty easy pattern to follow. A tube sock pattern that didn’t require me to knit a heel, which apparently is the hardest part of making socks. So, I bought the knitting needles I would need (size 3 9-inch circular) and already had the yarn and then classes
ended, but I was still determined to learn how to make them. Thanks to YouTube, I was able to figure out how to start the socks. Using the short-cabled knitting needles I casted on 64 stitches and then divided those stitches among three double-pointed knitting needles. I then worked in a K2, P2 ribbed pattern for five inches to make the cuff of the
socks. Next, it was time to work on the body of the sock. And it couldn’t have been easier, I knit every row until the sock measured 13 inches from the beginning. To finish the sock, I had to shape the toe. The directions on the pattern I had weren’t that easy to follow, but after a few Google searches I was able to find a toe shaping pattern that would
work for the tube sock I made and was easy enough for me to follow. And once I finished, I had a cozy tube sock that will be perfect for the upcoming cold weather. And since I had worked out some of the kinks in the first sock, my second sock was a lot easier to work up. My new pair of socks… Materials: 100 grams / 3.75 oz Sock Yarn* Set of 4 US 3
Double Pointed Knitting Needles Size 3 9-inch circular needles *I used Patons Kroy Socks Yarn Directions: Using the circular needles cast on 64 stitches loosely. Divide the stitches among three double-pointed needles: 24 stitches on the first needle, 24 on the second needle and 16 on the third needle. Join in round. Using the 4th needle begin working
in K2,P2 rib. Work the ribbing for 5 inches. You can make the ribbing shorter or longer based on your preference. Knit every round until the sock measures 13 inches from the beginning. Shape the toe as follows: Round 1: K6, K2 Tog Round 2-4: Knit 3 rows Round 5: K5, K2 Tog Round 6-8: Knit 3 rows Round 9: K4, K2 Tog Round 10-12: Knit 3 rows
Round 13: K3, K2 Tog Round 14-16: Knit 3 rows Round 17: K2, K2 Tog Round 18-19: Knit 2 rows Round 20: K1, K2 Tog Round 21: Knit 1 row Draw the yarn through the remaining stitches and fasten to secure. Weave in ends. Wash and block to shape.
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